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Come with rain, O loud Southwest-er!

Come with fire and ice - I
Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:
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Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:

Bring the singer, bring the nest'er:
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Fire and Ice - I
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Pno. (Cello) legato

Bring the singer, bring the nest-er;
Fire and Ice - I—5

relaxing the tempo

\( \text{mp cantabile} \)

\( \text{Give the buried flow'r a} \)

\( \text{J} \)

\( \text{sing er,} \)

\( \text{J} \)

\( \text{steam;} \)

\( \text{J} \)

\( \text{flow'r} \)

\( \text{nest} \)

\( \text{Meno mosso (} \text{\( \mathfrak{d} = 56 \)} \) \)

\( \text{rall.} \)

\( \text{Meno mosso (} \text{\( \mathfrak{d} = 56 \)} \) \)

\( \text{Bring the sing'er, bring the nest'er.} \)
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Find the brown be-
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Yes, una corda
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neath the white;  But what-e'er you do to-night,